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COMMENTS ON CRITICAL EXCHANGES

Louis Midgley

Indignation is a bad counselor. OUT indignation proves at best
that we are well meaning. It docs not prove that we are right.

Leo Strauss 1
o sec what Glen Hettinger is attempti ng to accomplish by publishing his cri tique of me, I believe that an awareness of the larger
context of the conversation about Joseph Sm ith's prophetic truth
cla ims. in which Hettinger's essay plays a polemical role, is needed.
Since he is attacking me, this must include an indication of why I have
given any attention at all to Fawn Brodie and what that attent ion has
actually consisted of.

T

A Brief Prolegomenon
For two decades I have been attentive to the question of how
writers, whether believers or not, explain the Book of Mormo n (an d
hence also how they attempt to account for Joseph Smith ). In a few
instances I have been able to engage in fruitful conversa ti ons with

I. Leo Strauss, N<ltural Right and Hi5tory (Chicago: Uni vtrsity of Chicago Prtss,
1953),6.

Review of Glen J. Hettinger, "A Hard Day for Professor Midgley: An
Essay for Fawn McKay Brodie," Dialogue 3211 (1999): 91-101.
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those who maintain differing opinions.2 I hold that historical accounts, as well as the related understanding of certain texts, playa
crucial role in the perpetuation of the Lauer-day Saint community of
faith and memory.) I have examined various accounts of the Book of
Mormon in which it is read as nineteenth-century fiction fashioned
by Joseph Smith, either knowingly or unknowingly, out of sources
floating around his immediate environment. I have shown that these
accounts are flawed; when critics have read the Book of Mormon as
fiction, they have not been able to coherently explain its contents or
origins. 4 To begin to read the Book of Mormon as other than an au-

2. One example. of three or four that I can recall. is an exchange wi th Professor
Martin E. Marty. who is perhaps the leading American Protestant church historian. See
Louis Midgley, ~T he Acids of Modernity and the Crisis in Mormon Historiography,~ in
F(lilhjul History; Ena}"5 on Writing Mormon History, ed. George D. Smith (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books. 1992). 189-225. Marty's views we re presented as the Tanner Lecture at
the L983 Mormon History Association meeting. His talk was published under the title
~TWo Integrities: An Address to the Crisis in Mormon HiSl orios raphy,~ in the /ourn(ll of
Mormon History 10 ( 1983): 3-19. It was reprinted, with slight change~, as "History: The
Case of the Mormons, a Special People.~ in Marty's Religion and Republic; The American
Cirrumst(lnce (Boston: ikacon, 1987),303--25.377-78. and th en reprinted under its original title in Faithful History, 169-88. 1 consider my exchange with Professor Marty to be a
model of the civility possible when crudal issues are explored. For an earlier and some·
what different response to Professor Marty. see Louis Midgley, ~The Challenge of Historical Consciousness: Mormon History and the Encounter with Secular Modernity,~ in
By Study Qnd Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W Nibley, I'd. John M. Lundquist and
Stephen D. Ricks (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990).2:502-51 .
3. 1 am not concerned with peripheral issues. I deplore depictiOfLs o f the Saints as
fau iliess heroes. J like much of what is currently being published on the Mormon past. I
see vast improvement in Mormon studies, including the work of historians. both Latterday Saint and otherwise. since World War II . On the other hand. [ also prefer candor
about the fau lts of critics of the Latter-day Saints. [ expect openness and honesty about
historians in particular and other intellectuals in general.
4. See, for example, Louis Midgley, ~Who Really Wrote the Book of Mormon? The
Critics and Their Theories," in 800k of Mormon Authonhip Revisited: The Evidence for
Ancient Origins, cd. Noel B. Reynolds (Provo. Uuh: FARMS, 1997), 101- 39; and Louis
Midgley. ~ 'To Remember and Keep': On the Book of Mormon as an Ancient Book."in The
Disciple as Scholar: Essays on Scripture (lnd Ihe Ancient World in Honor of Richard Uoyd
Anderson, ed. Stephen D. Ricks. Donald W. Parry, and Andrew H. Hedges (Provo, Utah:
FARMS. 2000), 95-137.
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thentic a ncient text radicall y transmogrifies both the ground and
content of fa ith.s
During much of 1999 and 2000, I lived in Auckland, New Zealand,
where my wife and I d irected the Lome Street Institute of Religion as
auxiliary CES missionaries. The Sa ints, cuisine. a nd countryside were
simply wonderful. But other additional. noteworthy sources of pleasure arose when American friends provided me with two cop ies of
Hettinger's little screed from Dialogue and regaled me with accounts
of how D. Michael Qui nn, a former Mormon hi storian, had decorated the new edi tion of his Early Mormonism and the Magic World
View 6 with unseemly personal attacks on Latte r-day Saints who have
crit icized his work and opin ions. I will demonstrate that both Quinn
(a nd Hettinger) reduce intellectual issues to con fl icts between Good
Guys and Bad Guys. Though I am sympathetic with those who have
identified problems with Quinn's app roach and book,7 I really like
some things about his book. I will explain.
5. To see exactly what h.ppens to a religiOUS co mmunity when a radical revision is
made in its founding story, on~ has only to note th ~ bewildnm~nt, di saff~ction, splil1\ering. and rapid dedine of the Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ of Laller Day Saints
(now called Co mmunity o f Christ) thaI have taken place, at least in part, as a result of
officially sponsored and approved revisionist readings of the Book of Mormon and
of ot her equally fundamental rev isions in thei r traditio nal understanding of themselves.
These developments may be partly Ihe result of imitating the way liberal Protesta nt s have
dealt with the crucial hi storical s~bstance in the New Testament. For details, sec Louis
Midgley, "The Radical Reformat:on of the Reorgani7_ation of the Restoration: Rece nt
Changes in the RLDS Understa nding of the Book of Mormon,~ Journal of Book of
Mormon Studies 212 ( 199)): 132- 63; and Louis Midgley, "More Revisionist Legerdemain
and the Book of Mormon," Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 3 ( 199 1): 295-301.
6. D. Michael Qui nn, Ell/ly Mormonillll and the Magic World View, rev. and enl. (Salt
Lake Ci ty: Signature Book5, 1998).1 had not yet seen a copy of the new edition of Quinn's
book before I left for New Zealand on 7 Jan uary 1999.
7. See John Gee, "'An Obstacle to Deeper Understanding: ~ FARMS Review of Books
12/2 (2000): 185-224; William J. Hamblin, ~T hat Old Black Magic,» fARMS Review of
Books 12/2 (2000): 225- 393; and Rheu S. James, "Writing History Must Not Be an Act of
'Magic;» FARMS Review of Books 12/2 (2000): 395-414. One ought also to consult KJaus J.
Hansen, "Quinnspeak," FARMS Review of Books 1011 (1998): 132-40; and Geo rge L.
Mitton and Rhett S. James, "A Response to D. Michael Quinn's Homosexual DIstortion of
Latter-day Saint Histo ryt FARMS Review of Books 101 1 ( 1998): 14 1-263, for significant.
detai led criticisms of Quin n's approach to the Mo rmon past.
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Anthony Grafton has nOled that satirists have recently invented
terms like Fuj3notenwissenschaft or Fuj3notologie8 to describe those
who make a fetish of their footnotes. And I agree with those who have
pointed out that Quinn seems inclined to float along half-submerged
in his often bloated footnotes. But one can learn much from looking
deeply into some of those notes. Why? "To the inexpert, footnotes
look like deep root systems, solid and fixed; to the connoisseur, ...
they reveal themselves as anth ill s, swarming with constructive and
combative activity."9 So I regularly turn to notes in essays to see what,
if anything, is going on just beneath the surface. Grafton has shown
that one important function of footnotes is to "confer authority on a
writer." And Quinn appeals to his notes to bolster his authority. Grafton adds that "unlike other types of credential s ... footnotes some times afford entertainment-normally in the form of daggers stuck
in the backs of the author's co lieagues."10 And so it is with Quinn. r
have combed some of the footnotes (actually endnotes) in Quinn's
magic book to see what wounds he has tried to inflict on his critics.
He is, I sadly conclude, engaged in polemic against various writers,
whom he labels "polemicists"; their offense is that they have not genuflected before the edifice of his scholarship.
But some things hidden away in Quinn's notes please me. I will
provide one juicy and instructive example. Since 15 October 1981, in
bouts of correspon dence with Quinn, 1I I have attempted to explain
to him exactly what my concerns are with what I sometimes call revisionist Mormon history.12 Until now he has been unable or unwilling
8. See Anthony Grafton, The FOOlllOle: A Curious History (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997), 25.
9. Ibid.,9.
10. Ibid.,S.
II. Which I will make available to any inlen:sted party. I rather like the idea of future
archinl evidence being available to everyone now. Those who make a living from the debris collected in archives should have no objections to having some of their papoers made
readily available.
12. By ~revisionistH I do not mean what Quinn seems to have in mind by that term.
What I use that te.rm to identify are efforts to read the Book of Mormon as Qfronticr fiction," to use Fawn Brodie's expression (see Nu Man Knows My History INew York: Knopf,
1945 ). 67). or to explain Joseph Smith's prophetic truth claims in secular or naturalistic
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to accept my position. Instead, he has accused me of being a stalking
horse for some evil en terprise hatched by the Brethren, which he imagines is aimed at presumably innocent historians whose only concern is
adva ncing Quinnlike "truth" abo ut the Mormon past. Or he has
complai ned that (am actually fau ltin g the work of all Mormon historians (or at least those he chooses to label "new Mo rmon histori ans,"1] an ambiguous label he uses to include vi rtually everyone except those he charges with being defenders of "t raditional" Mormon
history). Neithe r of these charges is true.
Now, for the very first time. Qui nn has shown that he both understands and ag rees with my posi t ion on historical treatments of
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon. I am gra tified by this. He
now gran ts the following; "( agree with FARMS writer Louis Midgley
that there is a 'Great Divide' in Mormon studies between historians
who believe that Joseph Smi th was 'a ge nuine prophet' (as Smith defined himself) and those who do nol."14 Quinn is actually agreei ng
with Dale Morgan. who fashioned the label "Great Divide" to identify
a watershed between va rious often competing and even inconsisten t
naturalistic explanations of Joseph Smith's prophetic truth claims on
the one side and the accounts written by fa ithful Latter-day Sa ints on
the other. Al l Quinn and I now have to do is work out which histori ·
ans are on which side of the Great Divide, an d he can then begin to
confront those naturalist ic accounts that should necessa rily displease
him. Since he co nstantly proclaims that he is a believer and that he
terms, thai is, as a conscious. intenlional rraud (Dale Morgan and Fawn Brodie's original
explanation) or as a manifestati on o( mysticism, myth, magic, or madness (in various
more recent accounts by cultural Mo rmons). Quinn S(ems to uS( the label ~revisionist H to
iden titY anyon e who supplements. modifies, CIllar~s, or correCIS any detail in any earlie r
account of the Mormon pas!, or anyone who takes up some new topic.
13. For critical commentary on Quinn's ambiguous label, ~ n ew Mormon history,H see
Louis Midgley, review of The New Mormon History: Rfllisionis/ Essays OIl/he Past, ed. by
D. Michael Quinn, John Whilmer His/orieal AssociaTion Journal 13 (1993); 118-2 1.
14. Quinn. Early Mormonism and the Magic World View ( 1998 cd,), 352 n. 98. The ex·
H
pression ~FARMS wriler is gratuitous and part of Q uinn's persistent dforl to disparage
by branding with 13beJS. He thereby avoids a gen uine confrontation wilh argume nts and
evidence.
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even wants to be known as a conservative apologist for the faith of
the Latter-day Saints (o ne, we assume, committed to defending the
historical authenticity of the Book of Mormon from any and all counterexplanations), there should be at least some evidence that he is willing
to join with those he denigrates as "FARMS polemicists" in responding
to attempts to read the Book of Mormon as "frontier fiction ."
After Quinn co ncedes that Morgan was right about a Great Divide, distinguishing two approaches to Joseph Smith's truth claims
and also proclaims that he is on the believing side of this watershed,
he then complains that I go wrong because I toss any writer I presumably "dislike"ls " into the category of d isbeliever, anti-Mormon, or
'cultural Mormon."'16 He then cites one of my essays to demonstrate
that I have done these terrible thingsY However, in the essay Quinn
cites, I have not indiscriminately placed anyone on the wrong side of
the Great Divide. On one page that he cites, alll did was indicate that
Dale Morgan, who was a solid unbeliever. liked to refer to a Great
Divide when explaining Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
Then r demonstrated that Bernard DeVoto had a different naturaJistic
explanation for Joseph Smith from the one favored by Morgan and
Brodie." On the other two pages that Quinn cites as evidence of my
perversity. I have not tossed anyone into any category. Instead, I provided a detailed examination of the naturalistic explanation of Joseph Smith proposed by Marvin Hill. Quinn does not examine my
argument. Nor does he propose a way of demonstrating that Hill's
caJl for an explanation of Joseph Smith that would begin by rejecting
what Hill seems to believe was the "fallacious"-Hill's word and not
mine-notion that Joseph Smith was a genuine prophet should not

15. Quinn does not distinguish ~Iw«n rejecting an argument and disliking a person.I have affection for some write rs whose opinions I oppose, and I reject some explanations withoul having any sense of disliking their aUlhors. II is nOI the wrilers bUI the
argumenls Ihat are the issue.
16. Quinn, &rly Mormonism lind the Mag ic World Vin.> (1998 ed.), 352 n. 98.
17. See ibid. Quinn dies my essay en titled ~ F. M. Brodie-'The Fasling Hermil and
Ve ry Saini of Ignorance': A Biographer and Her l.egend,R FARMS Review of Boob 812
( 1996): 157,22 1, 223 ( hereafter ~A Biographer and H~r Legend~).
18. Ibid.., I S7.
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place Hill's expla nation on Morgan's side of the Great Divide. Quinn
also neglects to co nfro nt my detai led analys is of his own stra nge
squeam ishness abo ut Brod ie. Moreover. he dis regards my demonstration tha t his summary of Brodie's argume nt was confused and
that h is ow n treatment of the tales abou t Joseph Smith's presumed
involvement wi th magic in some ways seems to parallel parts of Brodie's account.
Though Quinn claims that he wants to be known as a conservative apologist, he is clearly not viewed that way by sectaria n antiMormons. 19 Actually, his speculation abou t the role of magic in the
resto rat ion has come to suppleme nt, if not replace, Brodie's biogra phy of Joseph Smith in the arsenal of weapons used by critics of Mormonism. If Quinn wants to help defend and build the kingdom, he
needs to stop his wanto n intell ect ual attacks on writers who have
some essays published by FARMS. He needs to liste n to criticisms
from wi th in the community of Saints and make adjustments in h is
style. tone, and presentat ion that wi ll clearly signal to everyone that
he is not advanc ing merely anothe r highly confused naturalistic explanation of the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith's prophetic truth
claims. He will also have to show how the discussion in h is magic
book ca n be made into a coheren t account, one tha t does not expla in
away the faith of the Saints.
In 1981, when I fi rst started evaluating various writers' explanations of the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith's prophetic charisms,
r focused on Marv in Hill's treatment of the Mormon past. I had read
the tenuous assessment of Mo rmon historiography Hill wrote when
he was a student at Chicago,20 but 1 had ignored his other wri tings
unt il he published two review essays of the second edition of Fawn

19. See, for example, the extraordinary William (Bill) J. Schnoebelen, ~ 'We Thank
Thee, 0 God for a Warlock!': A Christian Critique of D. Michael Quinn's Early Mormo"imr ami lire Magic World View,~ Saims Alive Ivunlal (Winte r 1987): 1- 12. One of
many conclusions drawn by Schnoebelen is that "what Quinn has done is to build a great
case for Mormonism being a gnosti-occult heresy·' (ibid., 12).
20. Marvi n S. Hill, "The Historiography of Mormonism:' Church HislOry 28/4
(De<e mber 1959): 418-26.
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Brodie's biography of Joseph Smith. 21 In those essays Hill argued,
among other things, that the numerous and sometimes rather obvious flaws in Fawn Brodie's research and argumentat ion had opened
the possibility of discovering "the broad, prom ising middle ground"
between genuine prophet as understood by the Saints and what
he called "fake r."n I have shown that the real distinction is between
prophet and no t-prophet. 23 And one n ice way of sett ing fort h this
distinction is to use Morgan's expression, the "Great Divide."
Of cou rse, many theo rists treat Joseph Smi th as other than a
genuine prophet. but only some of them accuse him of conscious
fraud. Brodie argued in 1945 that Joseph Smith was deliberately involved in deception, and it was o nly later in 1971 that she began to
draw on abnor mal psychology to supplement her ea rl ier op inion.
Hil l seems to be arguing that Joseph Smith was neither an intentional
fraud nor a victim of some pathology. Instead, Hill pictures Joseph
Smith as a rustic. deeply involved in magic, superstition, and mysticism (none of which he defines), activities which separate Joseph
from genuine prophets. Hill argues that these pract ices and bel iefs
constituted what was then thought of as religion, at least on the margins of society. So he grants that Joseph Smith was in some sense reli-

21. See Marvin S. Hill, ~ Brodie Revisited: A Reappraisal,H Dia/ogue 714 (1972): 72- 85;
and his uSecular or Sectarian History? A Critique of No Man Knows My History, ~ Church
History 43/ 1 (March 1974): 78-96, reprinted without changes in Recoruidering No Man
Knows My His tory: Fawn M. Brodie and /ostph Smith in Retrospecl, ed. Newell G.
Bringhurst (logan: Utah Stale University Press, 1996), 6()....93. Hill was dearing the way
for an attempt to replace Brodie's account of Joseph Smith with his own, which work was
eventually published by bis sister; see Donna HiIl,/o~h Smilh: The Firsl Mormon (Ganien
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977). Fawn Brodie tho ught that Hill's biography was tim id and
immature. See Brodie, review in Pacific HistoriCllI Review 48/1 (~bruary 1979): 129-32.
22. Hill, ~Secular or Sectuian History,H 83.
23. See Louis Midgley, ~No Middle Ground: The Debate over the Authenticity of the
Book of Mormon,~ in Historicity arid the wlter-day Scriptum, ec. Paul Y. Hoskisson
(Provo, Utah: BYU Religious Studies Center, 2001), 149- 70; Louis Midgley, ~Faith and
History,~ in ~To Be Learned Is Good If . .," ed. Robert L. Millet (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
1987). 119- 226: Midgley, ~The Challenge of Historical Co nsciousness,~ 502-5 I; Midgley,
~The Acids of Modernity,~ 189-225; and Louis Midgley, "The Current Baule over the
Book of Mormon: 'Is Modernity Itself Somehow CanonicaW" Review of Books on the
8ookofMormon6l1 ( 1994): 200-254.
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gious, even th ough he was involved in, according to Hill , all kinds of
no nse nse . Hill also insists th at Joseph Smith was since re in his illu sions o r delu sions.14 He reads the Book of Mormon as an indica tion
of Joseph Smit h's theolog ical specul at ions up to 1830 and sees it as
mediating between Calvi nism and Arminianism. It should not be all
that d iffic ult for Qu in n to fi gure out on which side of the Grea t
Divide to situate such a stan ce. If he believes that I have someh ow
grossly misunderstood Hill , he should provide a detailed commen tary on his views to show where I have gone wrong. He has failed to
do this.
Early on, r could fin d onl y a coupl e of rather timid efforts by
Latter-day Sa int scholars to suggest that the Book of Mormon should
be read as Joseph Smith's first attempt to set forth a theology, couched
in the fo rm of a "history." In my first endeavor to examine these issues,
1 focused my attent io n cx:clu siveiy on views se t out by Ma rv in Hill
(and Klaus Hansen).2 5 I did this in a paper I presented in the Historiogra phy and Mo rmonism session of the annu al mee ting of the
Wes tern History Associat ion on 15 Octobe r 198 1 in San Antonio,
Texas. 26 I ent itled my paper "The Question of Fa ith and History" (and
will refer to it as such here), but D. Michael Quinn, who organized that

24. See Midgley, ~A Biogra pher and Ht r Legend,~ 2 10-2 1. for a de tailed exam in atio n
o f Hill 's position. See l isa Midgley, "T he Curren t Ranlt ove r the Book of Mormo nt
206-7; and Midgley, "Who Really Wrote the Book of Mor mon?M 122- 23, fo r additi o nal
comme nts on Hill's stance.
2S. Klaus I. Han sen, MOrmDrlism and the Americall F.xper ience (Chicago: Unive r5ity of
Chicago Press, 198 1). Hansen's work provided an additional tKa mple of the ki nd of argumen t I wi5hed to exa mi rle.
26. When I began discussi ng these issues wi th Mor m on hi sto ri ans, I discollertd that
thOSt who entert ained revisio nist proclivil ies wt rt a shy and reliring lo t, given to neither
clari ty no r bo ld ness. Asi de from the few Rl DS for whom the Boo k o f Morm o n and
Joseph Sm ith's prophet ic u uth clai m s were no lo nge r issues, the revisionist mino ri ty
among Mo rmon historians ha d some idea of when to speak an d when to be silent. Th ey
were soo n repla ced by ~ generat io n of cult ural Morm ons who were no t part of the o ld
Mormon history clu b. Thtse new c ritics were bold a nd ad ve nturesom e. T he current attack on the hi sto rica l authent icit y of the Book of Mormo n th us comes fro m Ihe fr in ges of
the Mormon in tellec tu al co mmunit y and not fro m insidt the club. Fo r an exa m ple of this
approach to the Book of Mo rmon, see the ten essays included in Brent 1.« Metcalfe. ed.,
New Appro(lches to the Book of Mormo" . f.Jcploratiom in Critical Methodology (Salt la ke
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session, insisted on calling it ''A Critique of Mormon Historians." I am
neither qualified nor interested in critiquing all Mormon historians,
nor was I then.
When I delivered that paper, I obviously faced a hostile audience-one well-prepared by Marvin Hill (and also, for somewhat different
reasons, by Thomas G. Alexander), with the help of Quinn, to believe
that I was targeting all Mormon historians and that I had in mind all
of what they had been publishing. Neither Jan Shipps nor Davis
Bitton, who commented on my paper, addressed my arguments and
analysis. The paper Shipps read was soon published, with my name
removed .17 I doubt that her remarks constitute one of her more distinguished contributions to Mormon studies, and I note that she did
not reproduce them in a recent anthology of her writings. 28
Three weeks after I presented my paper in San Antonio, Quinn
launched an attack on me and also on Elders Boyd K. Packer and
Ezra Taft Benson in a talk he delivered to a group of BYU history students. 29 J eventually wrote a six-page, single-spaced letter to Quinn
outlining exactly how. among other things, he had misunderstood
and hence distorted my views. I refrained from publishing a criticism
of his paper because he had obviously not understood and hence not

City: Signature Books, 1993). Among the t!'n critics of the Book of Mormon wh ose essays
w!'re included in this book, only David P. Wright. a compet!'m hiblical scholar but nOI a
Mormon historian, has held an academic position. Wit h the retirem!'nt of the old guard
among Mormon historians, my attention has shifted almost exclusively to accounts written by those outside the conventional boundaries of the history profession.
27. Jan Shipps, uThe MOlmon Past: Revealed or Revisited?~ Sunstone, NovemberDecember 1981, 55-57. Please note that she read this paper on 15 October 1981 and that
it was published shortly thereafter. My hunch is that for her oral presentation Shipps just
patched my name and some comments into a paper that was already prepall:'d for publica·
tion. 6c that as it may, she clearly did not address the contents of my paper.
28. Jan Shipps, $()journer in the Promised Land: Forry Years among the Mormom
(Urbana: UniverSity of iUinois Press, 2000).
29. See D. Michael Quinn, ~On Being a Mormon Historian (and Its Aftermath),~ in
Faithful History. 69-111. Quinn describes this as Ihe ~fi rst authorized publication- of his
paper. It was immediately picl:ed up by Sandra and Jerald Tanner and is even now circulated by them as part of their anti· Mormon crusade. They claim that Quinn's talk is one
of the very best ever delivered by a Mormon historian. Whyr Because it attacks some of
the Brethren and muddies the waters?
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confronted my arguments. Instead, I staunchly defended Quinn from
criticisms as he got himself into more trouble with the Sain ts. I did
so because I believed that ifhe overcame his anger, he would su pport
my effo rts to respond to attacks on the historica l authenticity of the
Book of Mormon and on Joseph Smith's prophe tic truth claims. I assumed that he had bl asted away at me because he had not understood my position.
Later in 198 1, Quinn cl aimed th at I had "spearheaded an acade mic assault against recent scholarship in Mormon histo ry." Thi s
opinion shows why he retiLied my paper "A Critique of Mormon Historians." He already seems to have fo rmed an opin ion of my work
before he had read a word of it. Quinn complained that I
concluded a 198 1 presentation on Mormon historians with
the following statement: "It is depressing to see some hi storians now st ruggling to get on the stage to act out the role of
the mature, honest hi stor ian co mmitted to something called
'objec tive history,' and, at the same time, the role of fa ithfu l
Saint. Th e di sco rd ance between those ro les has produced
more than a little bad faith (that is, self-deception) and even,
perhaps, some blatant hypocr isy; it has also produced some
preten tious, bad history."30
When I wrote the words that so deeply troubled Quinn, I had
not read a word that he had written. In 1981 , I did not include him
among those I had in mind, but I do now. Back then I had to wonder
about what seemed to me to be his inordinate defensiveness. If Quinn
had bothered to indicate what "bad hi sto ry" I had in mind, his com pla int would have appeared quaint to his readers. As a believer, he
must have had , at least in 1981, some concern about effort s to read
the Book of Mormon as fiction or to explain Joseph Smith's prophetic
truth claims away.
I will now provide the larger context for the remarks that so irritated Quinn. In 198 1, I wrote as follows:
30. Ibid., 71-72, q uoting from my unpublished essay en titled "The Q uestion of Faith
and History,~ 54-55.
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Gentiles may wish to struggle to find what they think are appropriate secular categories and explanations of Joseph Smith
and artifacts like the Book of Mormon, and there obviously
are a host of rather different, often radically contradictory
explanations which begin with one or another secular premise. These all result in a flat rejection of Joseph Smith's own
understanding of the restoration of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
through the agency of messengers from another world. Some
of these explanations, especially in the past, have manifested
outright anger and hatred. others only mild amusement at
rustic credulity; some have at times even managed to affect a
more respectful tone. I am not sorry to see the hostility reduced. More recently, Joseph Smith has been treated with
something approaching sympathetic confusion by gentile
and now even by certain Mormon historians. There are some
gentile historians who are even quite patronizing of the quaint
religiosity of Joseph Smith and his strange people. Instead of
screaming the charge that the Book of Mormon and Joseph
Smith are vile, crude and obviously blasphemous impositions
or delusions, the newer, more kindly, less hostile, not to mention condescending, mode of explanation now sees Joseph
Smith as a strange genius, a bold religious leader. perhaps as
a rather typical "mystic," or even as an "Eastern mystic." The
Book of Mormon has been described as a rather typical mystical text or as a youthful psychodrama manifesting the inner
life of its author.)1
Quinn blasted away at me without allowing his readers to know
what my position really was. Hence the foUowing bit of nonsense: he
actually claimed that my "central criticism of Mormon historians is
that their writings about Joseph Smith do not positively affirm to the

31. Midgley, "The Question of Faith and History.~ 53-54.1 have subst-quently learned
much about revisionist accounts of the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith's prophetit:
truth claims. I have published a number of essays in which I have set out and criticized
these explanations in considerable detail.
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world their personal testimonies that he was God's prophel."12 I sa id
not hin g like this in the paper Quinn referen ces, and I explic itly rejec ted such a notion in the long discussion that took place after I had
presented my paper.3J
To th is po int , at least. I have never thought of responding to
Quinn's distort ion of my opinions. I could see no point in doing so. I
have detected no need to confront his nonsense since anyone sufficiently interested could easily determine that he was confused. And I
have not responded to the non sense in Martin Hill's Mo rm on History Associat ion pres idential address,34 where he tried to settle acco unts wi th me without once coming close to stating my objections
to his speculations about Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
Hill claims that "o nly a few years ago Midgley asse rted that 'the
restoration is tru e-and only if-the Book of Mormon is authentic
history.... These questions ca n be tested if not settled by the methods
of the historian."'3s I actually wrote: "The restoration message is true
if-and only if-the Book of Mormon is an authentic atlcieflt history.
And clearly these questions ca n be tested, if not settled, by the methods of the histo rian" (emphasis added to indicate Hill 's garblin g).

32. Quinn, uOn Being 1 Morm on Historian,n 78.
33. After I had presented my papt:"r. an interesting and instructive fou r· hou r discus·
sion took place in a hote! room durin g the evening of 15 October 1981. The following in·
dividuals took part in the discussion: Thomas G. Alexander, Ja mes B. Alle n, Leo nard J.
Arringto n, Davis Bitton, Elizabeth G. Dulany (a n editor al Ih~ Universi t y of Illi nois
Pr~ss) . Martin B. Hickman, Dean L. May, Larry C. Porter, Ja n Shipps, and David J.
Whittaker. Immediately afte r that conversat ion. [ dT3ft ~d an outline of what had taken
place; on my re turn to Provo, I typed a t~ n · page, 5ingle.spaced copy. I was asked if I
would ~bea r my testimonr or introduce God in every accoun t." My answer was, " No. 1
wou ld not hear my testimony al th e beginning of every essay. Thai would be stupid and
unnecessary. But J would always strive to have my own deepest commitments before my
eyes." Louis Midgley, UNotes on San Antonio Discussion," 6 (item 14 ). I then reco m·
mended Richard L. Bushman's insightful essay entitled ~Fa ithful History," which can be
consulted in Faithful Hi~U!ry, 1-17. Quinn. ~On Iking a Mormon Hi storian,~ 105 n. 30,
cites six pages of my essay (~ Thc Questio n of Faith and History,M27-32), but nothin g on
those pages supports his notion or what constitutes my ~central criticism."
34. Marvin S. Hill, ~Pos i tivisi m or Subject iv i s m ~ Some Reflections on a Mormon
Historical D il emma,~ Jou rnal of Marl/lOll History 20{1 (1994): 1- 23.
35. Ibid., 14, misquoti ng Midgley, ~ Faith and History," 224.
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Then Hill claims that "it seems reasonable to suppose that Midgley
believed the tests would be conclusive; otherwise, there would be little
point in conducting them."36 Hill might think his surmise reasonable, but I do not. I simply do not think that any nontrivial question
about the past can be settJcd with anything approaching the certitude
of proof. What can be accomplished is to establish possibility and
plausibility but not final certainty. Hill quotes me as saying that "I
believe that [Martin] Marty is on the right track when he mainlains
that historians cannot prove that the Book of Mormon was translated from golden plates:'37 but this is what I actually wrote:
I believe that Marty is on the right track when he maintains
that historians can not "prove that Smith was a prophet" and
it is "improbable that they will prove him a fraud." "Similarly,
historians cannot prove that the Book of Mormon was translated from golden plates and have not proven that it was
simply a fiction of Joseph Smith."
With this garbled understanding of my position, Hill then claims
that I have "lost co nfidence in these 'p roofs: perhaps as a result of
more exposure to new sources and radical historical relativism.
Midgley," Hill asserts, "has catapulted from being an absolutistic historical positivist to being an absolutistic historical subjectivist."38
Sorry, but neither of these labels describes any position I have ever
maintained. And Hill should have known better since I have dealt
with this kind of confusion in an essay easily available to him.39 To
clinch his argument, Hill then refers to what he calls "a recent allegation" in which I claimed that "the mythology of historical objectivism [roughly Hill's 'positivism'] ... is fraudulent and cOfmpting ...
for those who attempt to prove accounts of the Mormon past."~Q Hill
36. Hill, ~Positivism or Subjedivismr"14.
37. Ibid., again misquoting me, this tim e from Midgley, "The Acids of Modernily,~
220 n. 32.
38. Hill, ~Posi tivism or Subjedivism!~ 15.
39. Louis Midgley, ~Which Middle G round!~ Dialogue 2212 (1989): 6-9.
40. Hill, "Positivism or Subjectivism?" 15 (emphasis supplied by Hill); this time Hill
misquotes Louis Midgley. "The Myth of Objectivity: Some le$.sons for Lat ter- day Saints."
SW1l/0ne, August 1990, 55.
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in se rted the wo rd prove in place of my word provide and thereby gave
the passage he quoted. with those curious ellipses. a radically different meaning. I was arguing that any effort to write (that is. produce)
an account of the Mormon past from within the horizon provided by
what Pete r Novick ha s called the "myth of objectivity" is bound to
get it wrong. 41 Why? Because the myth of objectivity is fraudulent and
corru pt in g. It is the uncritical acceptance of a version of this myththe belief in historical objectivism- that has driven Hill and others to
insist on fas hioning natura listic accounts of LOS truth claims. which
claims they reject unless proof of their veracity has been provided.
What I have argued is that the Saints ought to listen to the
prophetic messages found in the Book of Mormon in an effort to
discover their truth and not insist th at the veracity of that text be
proven 10 the satisfaction of gentile skeptics. I believe such proof is
an im poss ibility. if not a presumption. since here the Saints must ijve
by faith and not by sight. Some. of course, insist that they might submit to the word of God if and only if it cou ld be proven to their
skeptical satisfaction to be true. They insist on proof before they will
trust and act. But this is an illusion. I am confident that anyone who
believes anything necessarily begins with a naive trust that mayeventually yield something approaching an understanding or kn owledge.
But we simply do not begin with final proofs and then sort out our
moral dilemmas and thereby get right with God.
My Interest in Fawn Brodie's Work
I admi t that I was initially annoyed by remarks Davis Bitton
made whe n he responded in 1981 to my first encounter with Mormon historians. But I changed my mind as I thought about the politics of entering into an arena in which I would most likely be pictured as an interloper and a threat. As I learned someth ing about the
norms that govern the interactions of Mormon historians, I also came
to better understand the dynamics of writing about the Mormon past.

41. Peter Novick, That Noble Dream: The "Objeclivity Question" and the American
Historicul Professioll (Cambridg(: Cambridg( Ul1iv(rSiry Press, 1988}. See Midgley's re-

view of Novick's book in the john Whitmer Historical AssorialiOIl JOlimal i O( 1990): 102-4.
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Some of Bitton's comments were right on the mark-I was obviously
an outsider and had not paid my dues. I had only a preliminary and
superficial knowledge of what Mormon historians had written and
was unfamiliar with the history of Mormon historiography. Bitton's
remarks sent me to library stacks and various archives. Needing to
get a picture of what was being written about the Mormon past, I began with the period immediately following World War II. I wanted to
know how we got to where we are now,42 and I needed some benchmarks to better assess the changes that have taken place. 43
My archival experience included, among other things, sea rching
through the store of papers in Special Collections at University of
Utah's Marriott Library. I learned much from those papers. I got
a glimpse of the private worlds of Juanita Brooks,44 Dale Morgan.
Sterling M. McMurrin. Fawn Brodie, Dean Brimhall. and others. I
have not directly incorporated most of what I learned from these
archival materials into what I have published; rather. these forays
have served as background material and have moderated my concerns about how the Mormon past is currently being viewed.
I have published one essay drawn from my archival experience--a
detailed examination of the reception given to the various versions of
42. I also surveyed literalUre on the proper way to approach religiOUS history and
how Americans have written on church history or the history of religions.
43. At that time I started collecting the programmatic statements made by Mormon
historians. For a time I worked with David J. Whittaker--Qne of the ~Sl of the Mormon
bibliographers- on this project. I was slUnned at the number and range of such stalemenls. Davis Bitton and Leonard I. Arrington mention eight items that examine how his·
torians should deal with the Mormon past. See Mormons lind Their Historian! (Salt Lab:
City: University of Utah Press, 1988), 185 n. 2. I have managed to (oUect over three hun·
dred such it~ms. Alilhose with an urge 10 delve into such mailers oughlto familiarize
themselves with Ill/ thai has been wrillen before going into print. To make this possible, I
am currently preparing for publication an annolated bibliography in which 1 hope to indude everything published from 1958 through 2000 on approaches 10 writing Mormon
history.
44. I sat, for e){ample, 31 the same table and examined Ihe same files as did Levi S.
Peterson, who was then working on what eventually b~came his Juanita Brooks: Mormon
Woman Historian (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1988). This experience prepared me to offer a critical assessment of Peterson's wanton appropriation of Brooks for
his own ideological purposes; see Louis Midgley, review of Juanita Brooks, by Levi S.
Peterson, BYU Studies 29f4 ( 1989): 127-35.
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Brodie's accou nt of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.~ 5 That
essay parallels Gary Nova k's revealing look at Dale Morgan, who was
Brod ie's early champion and mentor.46 But, since co ntrol of the past
yields powe r to maneuver people in the present , effo rts have been
made to resusci tate both Brodie and Morgan , as well as to turn
Juanita Brooks into a dissident. However. the conversation over the
Book of Mor mon and the Mormon past has. I believe. moved relentlessly away from the speculation offered by both Morgan and Brodie
in directio ns tha t neither of them preferred or could have predicted.
It seems to me, for example, that Brodie's op inions on the Book of
Mormo n are no longer part of the current conversation, though her
notion that she had somehow read the very newspapers and other
ma terials from which Joseph Sm ith lifted ideas for the Book of
Mormon fo rms at least part of the research agenda of some critics.
An Effort to Resuscitate Brodie

I am convinced that LOS writers who have their essays peddled,
promoted, and praised by sec tarian anti-Mo rmo ns have some explaining to do. At the least they have wri uen badly, or they simply do
not care wha t impact their essays have on building the kin gdo m.
Wi th this standard in mind. J was curious about e-ma u ru mors I rece ived in New Zealand that someone e ntirely unknown to me was
about to den oun ce me in Dialogue and also thereby to vindicate Fawn
Brodie. When two different people sent me copies of the essay written by Glen J. Hettin ger,47 I could see no reason to respond. Others,
howeve r, have ins isted that I respond. They have pointed to the mischief such an article ca n crea te. T he schola rly com mun ity is not
likely to be influenced by Hettinger's diatribe, but this is not the case
with the less thoughtfu l. An ti -Mormons are anxiou s for whatever
45. See Midgley, ~A Biogra pher and Her Legcnd.~ 147-230.
46. Gary F. Nova k, ~ 'The Mosl Convenient Form o r Error': Dale Morgan Oil Joseph
Smilh and the Book or Mormon," FARMS Review of Books 8/ 1 ( 1996): 122--67.
47. Hettinger is"3 graduate or Brigham You ng Unive rsi ty and Columbia University
School or Law. He lives .. . in Rowlett, Texas, where he practices corporate and sec urities
law.~ Dialogue 32/ 1 ( 1999): 198.
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support they may be able to garner from disaffected church members.
They make frequent polemical use of such materials in their crusade
against the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Sa ints. Hen ce the
need for a response to Hettinger's essay.
It seems to me that even marc than secular critics. sectarian antiMormons have a kind of reverence for Brodie's treatmen[ of Joseph
Smith that sometimes borders on idolatry. Some elements of the sectarian countercult movement tend to advance versions of what I have
called the "Brodie legend." These people love to have someone who is
a Latter-day Saint, at least in name, claim that Brodie has triumphed.
For example, the Reverend John L. Smith, founder of what is now
called UMI Ministries (previously Utah Missions In c.), the oldest
continuously operating anti-Mormon "ministry," recently claimed
that Brodie has now been "vi ndicated."48 What Reverend Smith forgot to identify for his mainly Baptist readers was exactly how and
from what she needed vindication if her explanation has, as he claims,
"stood for more than 50 years," and "only those whose case is weak
continue to denounce it."49
Thomas Jefferson
John L. Smith notes that "through the years, several students of
Mormonism have tried to refute Brodie. among them, Louis Midgley
... who ... attempted to denigrate Brodie's work after she had written Thoma s /effersorl: An [r1timate Biography [History] in 1975 ."50
Even though Smith is not especially pleased to face the possibility
that Thomas Jefferson did some of the things attributed to him by
Brodie, he is willing to believe just about anything about Jefferson if
48. John L. Smith, "Pawn McKay Brodie Vindicated!!!~ The I~ner Circle 1611 1
(November 1999): 10.
49. Ibid.
50. Ibid. The subtit le of Brodie's biography of Jefferson is An Inrimalt History; the
book was published by Norton in 1974. Reverend Smith, however, did not inven t these
mistakes. Instead, he borrowed them directly from Hellinger's attack on me in "A Hard
Day for Professor Midgley," 92 n. 4, where the subtitle for Jefferson's biography of Jefferson
is wrong. Hett inge r may have taken the date from the paperback edition.
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doing so can help to undermine Joseph Sm ith . So he has turn ed to
Hettinger's essay for support.
Hetti nger mad e a fu ss beca use it now a ppears that Brodi e may
have guessed right about Jefferso n having fathered one or more children by Sally Hcm in gs (pp. 9 1-101). Hettin ger claims that in 1998
DNA test ing reduced "the possible logical universe of fath ers for
[Sally ] J-Iemings's child Esto n Hemings ... to T homa s Jefferson, his
brother Randolph Jefferso n, Randolph Jefferson's five sons, and a
slave chi ld in the Jefferson line" (p. 9 1 n. 1).51 We must ask if this announce ment that DNA tests have narrowed the possible fathers for
Eston Hemings somehow sh ields Brodie's acco unt of Joseph Smith
from criticism. When the questio n is put this way, some links see m
to be missing in Hettinger's apologia- his essay "for" Fawn Brodie.
Hettinger began his essay by noting that the DNA test ing was annou nced in 1998 during "a sex scandal in the White Hou se. a sex
scandal in wh ich a president ... flatly denied 'improper sexual relations: believing, evidently, th at no physical evidence could link him
to the alleged deeds" (p. 9 1). It is not cl ear, though, what Bill Clin ton's problems have to do with the issues Hettinger is attempting to
address. The "evidence from the recent DNA tests," according to
those who cond ucted those studies, shows that T homas Jefferson
cou ld have been the father of Eston Hemings (p. 91). Though DNA
evidence, for wh ich I have a high regard, does not provide a final answer, o ther evidence. in my opinion , makes it likely that Thomas
Jefferson was indeed the fathe r.
On a more fundamental level than the DNA issue. Roger Launius
claims that Brodie's Thomas Jefferson "set off a debate that incensed
the es tablished Jefferso nian scholars and seve ral rebuttals were issued, anyone of which were more able and effective than those about
Joseph Smith prepa red by Mormon historians."52 He has merely
taken for granted that John C. Miller, Virg inius Daubney, Dumas
51. Heninger lists the 5 November 1998 and 7 January 1999 issues of Natu re as his
sou rces.

52. Roger D. Launius. KF rom Old to New Mo rmon History: Fawn Brodie and the
Legal;)' of Scholarly Analysis of Mormonism,~ in Recamiriering, 229 n. 59.
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Malone, and Steven H. Hockman had produced adequate responses
to Brodie's treatment of Jefferson. Since Launius is not sympathetic
to those critical of Brodie's approach to Joseph Smith, he brushes
those criticisms aside while readily accepting the criticisms that historians have made of her approach to the stories about a liaison between Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings. He expressed his opinion before Annette Gordon-Reed publiShed her survey of the criticisms
directed at Brodie's position on this issue. 53
Gordon-Reed found significant problems with the very literature
that Launius claims was "more able" than the cri ticisms Latter-day
Saints made of No Man Knows. I like Gordon-Reed's approach: she
identifies the controlling biases within which Jefferson scholars have
worked and examines how these have tended to distort textual ev idence where it ran counter to their biases. And in her review of evidence concerning the claim that Thomas Jefferson was the father of
children by Sally Hemings. she sets out some good reasons to conclude that a predisposition to see Jefferson in a heroic light has led
some of the most qualified scholars to mishandle evidence. She has
done a fine job of assessing the actual claims for and against the allegation that Jefferson had a long liaison with Sally Hemings that may
have produced a number of ch ildren. I am not convinced that she is
right in her assessment of the evidence, but I like her treatment of
the way bias has played a role in determining how history is written.
Gordon-Reed argues for "a consistent standard for assessing evidence," which she claims has not been forthcoming in the treatment
of Thomas Jefferson's relationship with Sally Hemings:
That consistency has been utterly lacking in the scholarly
writing on this question, and that is cause for concern. It is
possible, by examining the reactions to this story, to see the
ways in which black people have been treated as lumps of
clay to be fashioned and molded into whatever image the
given historian feels is necessary in order to make his point. 54
53. Annette Gordon·Rced, 111ol1la5 jeffe:rron and Sally Hemings,· An American Centro ·

vmy (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1997).
54.

Ibid., xvii.
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Gordon-Reed argues tha t this "is the rcal scandal of this whole story"
about the way historians have dealt with the question of the paterni ty
of the chi ldren o f Sa lly I-I emings. And she notes th at "the ultim ate
truth or fa lsity of the Jeffe rson-Hcm ings story would not change [her}
view of the way some scholars and commentators have m ishandled
their considerat ion of it and mistreated black people in the process:'S5
I agree. And the iro ny is that we can substitute "Latter-day Sai nts" or
a number of other desp ised groups for "black people" and make the
same poi n!.lt is obvious that secu larized commentators and scholars, as well as sectarian an ti -Mormons, are regu larly inconsistent in
dealing with evidences; they also treat the Saints in essays critical of
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon as mere "lumps of clay" that
can be fas hioned for whatever par tisan purposes they may represent
or hope to sell their wares to. From my perspect ive th is problem explains why No Mall Knows was initia lly received by li te rary gentlemen with such an outpouri ng of app roval and why it has become a
kind of ico n-the Brodie legend, as r have called it-fo r sectarian
anti-Mor mons and cultura l Mo rmon cri tics of the church.
Gordon-Reed looked into the way historians reacted to Brodie's
treatment of the Jefferson-Hemi ngs relationship:
Brodie brought together disparate pieces of informat ion that
she believed to support the conclusion that Thomas Jeffe rson
and Sa lly Hemi ngs had a th ir ty-e ight-yea r relationship tha t
produced six childre n. Although there is flO doubt tllat Brodie
seriously overstated her case ifl a llumber of instaflces, on balance she presen ted it well. providing details and raising issues that had never been considered fully.56
Bu t she pointed out that "B rod ie also ha nded her detractors a club
with which to beat her about the head and shoulders by also employing Freud ia n symbolism to support her c1a ims."57 Gordon-Reed is
not inclined to defend Brod ie's efforts to put Jeffe rson on the couch
55. Ibid.
56. Ibid., 4, emphasis added.
57. Ibid.
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and pry from this or that language deep and previously hidden secrets. And her book is not really about Brodie but about the way some
prominent historians have dealt in inconsistent and self-serving ways
with evidences that have long been available.
Gordon-Reed also notes that the public has been eager to believe
the story of an intimate relationship between Jefferson and Sally
Hemings. Bringhurst confirms that Brodie's opinions on Jefferson
appealed to the prurient interest of the general reading public. And
this proclivity deeply troubled the Jefferson scholars and other historians because they believed that it would yield a disto rted picture of
Jefferson, whatever the truth about the Hemings matter turned out
to be.
Hence the following comment by Gordon-Reed:
Though flawed, [Dumas] Malone's discussion of some of the
circumstances in Jefferson's life that might have encouraged
people to believe that Madison Hemings was IThomas Jefferson's] son remains one of the more thoughtful treatments
of the issue. His efforts did not settle the matter. and the
combination of Fawn Brodie's book and an extremely popular fictiona l treatment of the alleged Jefferson-Hemings affair gave the story added credibility among the public. In the
face of this. some Jefferson biographers decided to depart
from Malone's more genteel approach. 58
Later Go rdon-Reed notes the appearance of a novel in 1979 by
Barbara Chase-Riboud entitled Sally Hemings, which "sold over a
million and a half copies ... during the 1980s and was re-released in
1994"; this book probably "had a more profound effect upon the
popular view of this story than Fawn Brodie's biography. The debate
between Brodie and her critics was conducted scholar to scholar,"
while the novel was consumed in an arena in which scholars had virtually no say.59

58. Ibid., 48.
59. Ibid., 181.
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Among other things, Gordon-Reed argues that historians who
represen t a powerfu l group. eve n when they are respo nsible and
gifted. often end up blind to certain possibilities and are also quite
willing to stereotype an d dehumanize those viewed as unpopular,
such as certain target groups. including blacks (and. I believe, Latterday Sain ts). She shows. fo r example. that historians brushed aside the
oral h istory and other accounts of the Hemings portion of the Jefferson fa mily. which were substantially accurate, if these seemed to get
in the way of their he roic view of Jefferson, even as they accepted the
much less reliable tales told by the whi te side of that family, when doing so sui ted their purposes. 60 If we sh ift the topic a bit, she has
sketched an explanat ion for why otherw ise co mpetent historians can
build a case aga inst Joseph Smith despite the abun dance of competing evidence that undercuts their accou nts and why they tend to accept obv iou sly flawed tales while brushing aside the compet in g accounts preserved by the Saints. Gordon -Reed's assessment of the way
the ideology of a dom inant group ignored, rationalized, and otherwise dismissed apparen tly significant evidence in the case of Jefferson
and I-Iemi ngs reminds me of the way this same thin g is constan tly
manifested by crit ics deal ing with the Ch urch of Jesus Christ, including Fawn Brodie. Gordo n-Reed has much to say abou t the way the
appetite o f a co nsumi ng public and the accommoda ting effort s of
the fi ct ion writer, popularizer. and historian-critic-journalist (if these
ca n be clearly separated) push as ide the less spectacula r, more complex, and subtle conversation goi ng on among scholars debating controversial issues.
Hettinger claims that I argued that Brodie was wrong about
Joseph Sm ith and the Book of Mormon because I o nce maintained
that she was wrong about who fathered one or more of the children
of Sally Hemings. In 1979. when I first encountered Brodie's treatment of Jefferson , I was inclined to accept the stance taken by those
who I believed knew the relevant literature much better than Brodie.61
60. See ibid., 97-98.
61. Lou is Midgley, ~ Tht Brodie ConneCiio n : Thomas Jefferson an d Joseph
BYU SIJldies 20/ t ( 1979); 59-67.
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Hence, I assumed that she was probably wrong in her surmise and
that the Jefferson experts were probably right in at least doubti.ng her
claims and questioning some of her reasoning. I also noticed that a
number of historians, though agreeing with Brodie on the question
of the paternity of the children of Sally Hemings, still thought she
had made too much out of the Hemings affair, while clearly neglecting whole aspects of Jefferson's career. I did not, as Hettinger assumes, make the validi ty of her claims about Joseph Smith somehow
dependent on whether she was right or wrong about Jefferson and
Hemings. In orde r to advance his argument, Hettinger ignores the
bulk of what I included in my 1996 essay and distorts what I had argued in my 1979 essay.
Hettinger claims that in 1979 I strung "together quotations from
the pantheon of Jefferson historians" (p. 93). Not so. I was quite unaware of any comments by Merrill Peterson, Julian Boyd, and Dumas
Malone (the three major Jefferson scholars) on Brodie's book. Some
of those I quoted, however, were prominent figures in the American
history profession. Hettinger quaintly describes the language I quoted
from various historians as "usually [sic] remarkable for their sa rcasm
or overwrought rhetoric" (p. 93). I am, howeve r, not responsible for
the language used by those who reviewed Brodie's biography of Jefferson. When I offered a summary of their assessments, should I not
have quoted what they actually wrote? How else could I have shown
how Brodie's account of Jefferson was received by historians other
than by quoting and paraphrasing them? Is it, perhaps, the mere fact
that scholars have not always thought highly of Brodie that troubles
Hettinger? I also pointed out that some of the more favorable reviews
of Thomas Jefferson were unsigned or were written by people not
qualified to assess her book or by those driven by what Hettinger
himself labels "crass commercial concerns" (p. 94). Was I wrong, I
wonder, in doing this? If so, why?
Hettinger believes that "the reopening of the Jefferson debate ...
has important implications for Brodie's work on Joseph Smith and
for the community of LDS scholars" (p. 92). What are these implications? In his words, he claims that I have argued that Brodie
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had been given a pass by the larger American academic community because her target was Joseph Smith. The narrow parochialism of establishment scholars blinded them to the
truth, according to Midgley. that Brodie was a bad historian
who concealed her hidden agendas behind clever rhetoric and
assu mptions that did violence to the real Joseph Smith. (p. 92)
Much of this is sheer nonsense. I have neve r thought that Brodie's
"agendas" were hidden. Brodie's natura listic bias is obvious. No one
who encounters No Man Knows, whether discovering in it a coherent
account of Joseph Smit h or not, would miss her agenda. Furthermorc, I said nothing about "the large r American academic community." I doubllhat most academics, even if we have in mind only historians, have eve r given Brodie, or Joseph Smith for that matter, any
se riou s attention. Instead, twenty years ago I assumed that gentile
historians had been entirely enth usiastic about Brodie's biography of
Joseph Sm ith. But if we can judge such matters from the published
reviews, I was wro ng-they tended to be less than en thusiastic. 62
I have said nothi ng abou t any "narrow parochialism of establishment schola rs." This is Hettinger's florid language. However, he is
co rrcct when he claims that I believe that Brodie's "clever rhetoric
and assumptions" end up doing "v iolence to th e real Joseph Sm ith ."
What Hettinger seems to argue (or imply) is that DNA evidence about
the paternity of one of Sally Hemings's children somehow "vindicates"
Brod ie's explanation of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon. If this
is his position. he is not clear on why this conclusion necessarily fol lows from his prem ise. And if this is not his claim, then virtually his
entire essay turns out to be little more than a diatribe interspersed
with insults and misrepresen tat ions.
In dealing with m y 1996 essay on Brodie,63 Hettinge r claims that
I again made "the Hemings affair the centerpiece of [my] attack on
Brodie" (p. 95). But the fact is that in my eighty-foUT-page essay,j ust

62. See the discussion in this issue in ~ The Legend and Legacy of Fawn
pp.41-42.
63. Midgley, ~A Biographer and Her Legend,~ 147- 230.

Brodie,~
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twelve pages are devoted in any way to Brod ie's biography of Jefferson. Little of what I wrote in those twelve pages addresses the Hem ings issue. f do not, as he alleges, focus on Brodie's asse rtions about
Hemings and neither do most of the reviews I quoted or paraphrased.
More than seventy pages of my 1996 essay were devoted to an examination of the original and subsequent conversation on No Man Knows.
Hett inger neglects to mention this. Why? Because it gets in the way of
his thesis? In an effort to build a case against me, he exaggerates, distorts, and then misreads what I have wr itten. He wrongly claims that
I have "made Brodie's method in {Thomas] jefferson a test case for her
treatment of Joseph Sm ith" (p. 99). I did nothing of the kind. Instead,
I focused on her background assumptions, methods, and biases, and
on her way of fashioning histo ri cal accounts. Hettinger does not
sense the difference between Brodie's way of doing history and the
limited issue of the possible accuracy of one of her guesses. Hence it
is not obvious that a seeming vi ndication of one of her guesses, if this
is what the DNA study has done, could validate Brodie's way of suppo rting her intuitions about Joseph Smith and her explanation of the
Book of Mormon.
Oh, Those Nasty "Establishments"
Hettinger also thinks that I am somehow guilty of wa ndering back
and forth and hence of switching sides in academic disputes. I have, of
course, learn ed things and cha nged my mind, but not in the way he
suggests. He claims that I started out being critical of what he calls "establishments"-this word appears fourteen times in his essay, often
with shifting and equivocating reference. He then charges me with defending two of these presumably sinister things. According to Hettinger, I once went after some presumed academic establishment when
I was working on my doctorate. He has in mind my criticisms of some
ideas associated with the theology of Paul Tillich (188&-1965). Tillich,
then a controversial Protestant theologian, had many critics. Be that as
it may, I was interested in figuring out Tillich's views on various issues
and not in confronting some "establishment" that he represented. It
was merely a coincidence that Stephen Crary, who read my disserta tion, had a different and rather idiosyncratic understanding of Tillich's
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theology and also had a strong aversion to the Ch urch of Jesus Christ
and supported his bias by pointing to Brodie's book.
Crary, chair of religious studies at Brown Un ive rsi ty in the late
sixties. had been assigned to read my dissertation . I was, it turned
out. faced with a vexatious fellow. Up until then. I believe, he had never
approved a doctoral disserta tion. Each ti me he refused to sig n one,
cont rol had bee n taken away fro m him. So meone outs ide o f Brow n
was asked to act as a refe ree. and he was routinely overruled. Cra ry
was troubled when he discovered that I had published an essay on
Tillich in an academic jou rnal befo re I had begun my dissertation. 64
He d id not believe that I cou ld write a d issertat io n in less than a yea r,
since it had taken him so mething like seven years to finish his at Yale
University. He expected me to take at least as long. When I presented
him with my dissertation, he look a year to read it. The others on my
com mittee thought this behav ior was o utrageous, and eventually he
was ordered to appear at my dissertation defense. We were all stunned
whe n he had no object ions to what I had written , even though he
granted th at he read Tillich differen tly than I did.
Hettinger, referring to my b rief remarks introducing my 1979 essayan Brodie, tells o f my initia l encounter wi th C rar y. He d oes th is
in ways that make tha t episode almost unrecognizable to me. And he
ends his skewed remarks with a conclusion I would not d raw, one
which is imprope r to infer (see pp. 92-93).
But this is no t the only nonsense th at Hettin ge r has directed at
me. He accuses me of going afte r the "c itadel of east-coast rel igious
thought " (p. 92), presumably a powe rful es tabl ishme nt. Then he
shifts and accuses me of attacking an establishment of American historians who loved Brodie's trea tment of Joseph Smith. He also accuses me of hav ing joined what he, in Brodie's political language,
calls "the Jeffersonian establishmen t"; finally, he claims I joined another
evil establishment by defending the faith of Latter-day Sa ints (p. 95).
However, all this talk about evil "establishments" is argumen t by slogan,
which is merely arbitrary labeling and hence propaganda.

64. See Louis Midgley, " Pa ul Tillich's New Sdence of Values," Western Political
Qua rterly 1512 (J une 1962 ): 235-53.
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"Opportunistic Side Switching"?
Hettinger claims that wha t he describes as "opport unistic side
switching is not uncommon in the world and not surprising" (p. 99).
Hence the following:
Professor Midgley, along with other LDS scholars, has made
his own ca reer with a stout defense of traditional orthodox
teachin g about Joseph Smith . Midgley, Nibley, and other
Brodie detractors have been pilJars of the Mormon establishment, revered as defenders o f the faith in Priesthood Quorums and Sunday Schools. at Church Educat ion Weeks, and
Know Your Religion Series. (p. 99. emphasis added)
So Hettinger's demonology recog nizes a "Mormon es tablishment" dedicated to defending "traditional orthodox Teachings." I am
pictured as a major player in this evil thing. The reader, of course, can
determine for himself or herself how significa nt I am in this regard.
(I am flatt ered to be placed next to Hugh Nibley.) The assumption
behind Hettinge r's diatribe is that what he calls the "Mormon establishment" is evil, or at least that those who defend the faith (the "traditional orthodox teachings about Joseph Sm ith") are wrong. and
Brodie was right. This seems to be Hettinger's point si nce he titled
his piece "An Essay for Fawn Brodie." Hettinger's allegations are not
supported by evidence o r analysis-th ey are just bald assertions. I
wo nder why Hettinger seems to believe that defending the faith is
wrong in principle. If so, is it wrong because it is the work of an "establishment"? If this is his argument, then what he claims is absurd.
Hettinger has a coroll ary. He pictures Brodie as always opposed
to "powerfu l men with vested interests" (p. 99). Are we to believe that
she was always consistently anti-establishment. as Hettinger understands that label , and for that reason always right? He seems to hold
that she fought the good fight against the faith of the Sa ints and was
always dedicated to truth , and that the Saints should now be celebrating her accomplishment.
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Need We Again Examine No Man Knows?
In what he calls "fairness and loyalty to truth," Hettinger urges
his readers to "assess NQ Mall KtlOWS My History again in light of her
vind ication" (p. 101) on the Hcmings issue. But he offers no evidence
to support her treatment of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
He does not appear to have given the literature on Brodie careful attention. Instead, he seems to maintain that the believers are wrong
because they have been misled by an "establ ishment" bent on defending the faith. "Historical truth:' he claims, "now includes the fact that
much of the documentation in No Mall Knows My History, once so
angrily denounced, has been vind icated and must now be acknowledged or even incorporated by faithful LDS historians" (p. 101).6$ So
it appears that Brodie did not have to be vindicated. Like the Reverend John L. Smith, Hettinger believes that she was right all along.
Like Smith, Hettinger offers no supporting arguments; he merely
opines. I can sec no reason to accept his opinion on these matters.
What Outrage?
Hettinger wrongly claims that No Man Knows has been "well received generally by critics and scholars," whiIe it has "provoked outrage
in the Mormon community" (p. 9\). Elsewhere I have demonstrated
that this claim is questionable or at least an exaggeration. Hettinger
thinks lowe Brodie an apology. But he also feels that an apology
would not be suffic ient for what he describes as "decades of ven omous personal invective" (p. 100). By me? For decades? This is absurd. Hettinger also opines about what he calls "an important lesson
for all of us who care about historical events and personalities, about
methodology and premises and 'the open and honest pursuit of
truth'" (pp. 100-101). So he wants "us" to

65. It is unclear what Hellinger means by documentation. It is li kewise unclear how
documentation, however unde rstood, can be vindicated. Perhaps Hellinger has in mind
50meth ing like "interpretation" or uexp13natio n" when he refers 10 ~documen tat ion.~
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reconsider the way in which we co nduct our discussions and
disagreements and retaliations. A bludgeoning is a bludgeoning, even if the rage that drives it is outrage, even if the outrage is justified or motivated by deeply held beliefs. Apologies
do not follow bloodbaths, nor would they help much. How
could he admit? And how could she forgive? (p. 101)
What bloodbath, what rage, what outrage, what bludgeoning? I
assume that "he" and "she" refer to me and Brodie. I am not clear why
I should apologize to Brodie. even if that were possible, just because
DNA testing (supported by other eviden ce Hettinger does not address) seems to support Brodie's hunches on one issue quite unrelated to Joseph Smith. Is it warranted to ignore or brush aside the
criticisms of Brodie's account of Joseph Smith, as Hettinger has done,
by claiming that criticisms of her approach are expressions of "rage'"
or "ou trage:' describing them as "bruta\''' leading to "bloodbaths," a
"bludgeoning," or a personal "attack"? Such promiscuous language
distorts what has actually been a mildly interesting, rather moderate,
and in some respects even fruitful scholarly conversation. As I have
shown elsewhere,66 professional historians-as distinguished from
literary critics. Brodie's close associates, or ideologues-have had
mixed reactions to No Man Knows. Moreover. non-latter-day Sa int
crit icisms have been as strongly worded as those written by ch urch
members.
When Brodie's biog raphy of Thomas Jefferson appeared. some
historians complain ed that Brodie had mistakenly take n up some
charges first circulated by James Callender in 1802 about a sexual relationship between Jefferson and Sally Hemings. But they also found
other objections to her book. For example. one reviewer complained
that Brodie's
Jefferson is not the author of the Co nstitution of Virginia
(three-quarters of a page) or of the Declaration of Independence (two pages), the Secretary of State (scattered refer66. Midgley, gA Biographer and Her l.(gend.~ 190--97.
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ences), the architect of the Louisiana Purchase (one paragraph)
or even (his own proudest boast) the author of the Virginia
Statute for Religious Freedom (one line).67
It is not exac tl y dear how DNA tests could possibly overcome these
and other similar deficiencies.
Other reviewe rs lodged various comp lain ts aga inst Brodie's account of Jefferson. Some, including an editor at Norton, pointed out
that her book was riddled with mistakes, both large and small. Latterday Saints had already found the same problem wi th her book on
Joseph Smith. Additionally, Brodie's biographer drew attention to the
messy manuscripts that she subm itted to her publishers.68 They were
so marred wi th mistakes that even expert edito ri al assistance could
not eradicate all of them. Furthermore, she tended to resist correction fro m her editors and critics.

Failure to Follow an Argument
In 1979 some of the objections to Brodie's Thomas lefferson seemed
similar to the kinds of objections the Sai nts had made to No Man
Knows. Hence it seemed appropr iate to suggest that those historians
who had noticed problems in her account of Jefferson might want to
be cautious when app roach ing her treatment of Joseph Smith. It appea rs that Hettinger has not been able to follow my argument, or he
may feel that he can reverse it by claiming that her "vind ication" on
the Hemings affa ir, if that is what it is, should send Mormon historians back for still another look at her treatment of Joseph Sm ith. If
this is what Hett inger is t rying to suggest, then I have no objections
except to his rhetorical ove rkill.
I think, though, that Hettinger has more than this in mind, when
he claims I made "the Hemings affai r the centerpiece of [an} attack
on Brodie" (p. 95). Not so. I mentioned that some of her critics had

67. Unsigned review of Brodie's ThomaJ /efferJon, in the Economist 255 (24 May
1975): 104.
68. See Newell G. Bringhurst, Fawn McKay Brodie: A Biographer's Life (No rman:
UniVersity of Oklahoma Press, 1999),211-12.
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faulted her efforts to suppo rt, with questionable psychological speculation, her hunches about Hemings. And I did this on ly to clarify
Brodie's own declaration that so me "reviewers had been very kind "
to indicate that she had "humanized Jefferson in a way no other biographer had" by revealing the "majo r sec rets in hi s life, which he
had helped to hide and wh ich his biographers also helped to hide."69
Brodie boasted that she had discovered these secrets by the use of
"insights" she borrowed from psychoanalytic literature. I remain skeptical of her co mm and and use of ca tegor ies borrowed from psychological and psychoanalytic literature.
In an effort to clarify the point Brodie was attempting to make, r
made the following remark:
Those supposed secrets involved, among other things, fathering illegitimate children with a youn g quadroon fone-q uarter
Blackl slave girl who accompanied him and his daughte r to
Paris. Thus she devotes five [o r more] chapters and an appendix to the old tale about Jefferson's supposed "affair" with
Sally Hemings.'o
Obviously, when I wrote those words, I did not believe that the ta les
about Jefferson's alleged affair with Sally Hemings were true. I have
subsequently moderated my opinion on this issue.
1 then offered a brief and general survey of the treatment given
by reviewers to Brodie's Thomas Jefferson. The crucial question was
not whether Jeffe rson fathered one or more ch ildren with Hemings
but how Brodie reached and suppo rted her conclusions. Her disproportionate attention to this Hemings issue and the way her focus on
the issue figures in her overall effort to understand Jefferson, his times,
and his significance are disquieting. 71
Hettinger has simply not understood the Significance of the de~
bate ove r Brodie's biography of Jefferson. Nor has he figured out
69. Judy Halle t interview with Brodie, in the Papers of Fawn McKay Brodie
( 191 5-198 1), tape I, box I, folder 5, Man uscripts Division, University of Utah Marriott
Lib rary, Sail Lake City, Utah, as quoted in Midgley, "A Biographer and Her ~nd,w 16l.
70. Midgley, ~A Biographer and Her Ugend,~ 161.
71. Sec ibid., 161-71.
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what I make of the various crit icisms of Brodie's work. He wrongly
th in ks I centered my atte nti on on her cla ims about Jefferson and
Hemings. I did not. My concern has been with her method of writing
history-what she saw as evidence, how she handled her sources, and
how she manipulated evidence and structured argu ments- and not,
as Hettinger imagines, on any pa rticular substantive clai m. O ne ca n
guess correctly and do so for wrong or insufficient reasons. I am thus
not interested in whether some of her conclusions have turned out to
be right, although I am interested in how she reached and supported
those conclusions. Since what now appears to be solid ev idence has
turned up suggesting th at Jefferson fathered one or mo re children
with Hemings, I have no problem accepting this opin ion.
The Bravado and the Exaggeration
Hettinger exaggerates when he cla ims that Brodie has been "vindicated" me rely because she seems to have guessed right about one
narrow factua l issue. He has not addressed the question of how that
fo rtuitous guess could possibly vindicate her way of using "insights"
from psychoanalytic litera ture or her ow n "intuit ions" about what
mayor may not have been going on. I have a high regard for DNA
tests. I am, however, not convinced that such evidence has undercut
criticisms of crucial aspects of Brodie's way of arr iving at concl usions. Her cri tics have been skeptical, for example, o f the way she
teased proof out of Jefferson's intimacy with his daugh ter's young
companion in Pari s by studying the words he used to describe soils
in Europe. How could DNA evidence vindicate Brodie's h unch that
Jefferson's dark secret was hidden in a word he used to describe the
color of some so ils he had observed in his travels? Whatever one may
think about the Hemings matter, elements of Brodie's speculation remain problematic.
Why then the "Hard Day fo r Professor Midgley"? Apparently because Hettinger feels that
At the moment Fawn McKay Brodie, imperfect historian, has eme rged from her battle with Louis Midgley and
the Jeffe rson elite ahead on points in an ugly struggle. She
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has been badly bruised, but emerges in the lead because she
dared tenaciously to fo ll ow her ow n stubborn insight. The
altercation has been brutal and is not over. Her confl ict with
those who have vested interests in preserving one view of
Joseph Sm ith will be tougher still , perhaps hopeless, because
like Midgley, they have taken up positions immune, finally,
to rational chaHenge. (p. IOO)
This is, for the most part, like much of what Hetti nger has directed at me: melodramatic nonsense. I am, however, inclined to
agree with him that Brodie might have been in thrall to "her own stubborn insight" on va rious issues. I do not see the conversation over the
quality of Brodie's biographies as especially brutal or ugly. In myestimation , the discussion over No Man Knows has remained within the
bounds of scholarly co mity. And Hettinger should sense, being an attorney, that in every con test there will be what he calls "vested interests." His own interest in defending Brodie from criticism, especially
given the passion with which he denounces me, seems vested.
Does Hettinger feel that he has now shown the proper civ ility
and hence the way to co ndu ct scholarly discussions? Does he not see
that his language could be turned back at him? Should we now begin
to imitate his style, rhetoric, tone o r mode of argument, or manner
of reading what others have written? What Hettinger does is pass on
some recen t news about DNA testing that possibly links Thomas
Jefferson to Eston Hemings. Exactly what this has to do with Joseph
Smith remains a mystery.
Hettinger wro ngly cla ims that Brodie's Thomas Jefferson
came almost universally under attack for its scholarship and
methodology, but most especially for its central assertion that
Thomas Jefferson had, in fac t, had a long sexual relationship
with Sally Hemings and, moreover, had fathered one or more
of her children. The swift establishment response pronounced
Brodie's book both reckless and wrong. (pp. 9 1-92)
Reviewers expressed a number of complaints about Brodie's scholarship and methodology, often questioning her efforts to employ cate-
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gories borrowed from psychoanalytic literature to figures and events
in the past, but there was nothing like a universa l condemnation.
Hettinger's statement is filled with exaggerat ion and other mistakes.
In 1996, I reporled the results of my having surveyed 154 reviews
of Brodie's TilOmas Jefferson . I consulted the reviews that Brodie and
her publisher had assemb led an d that she had preserved in her ow n
papers. I found that 74 of these rev iews appear to be very favorable
and 80 are in one degree or another unfavorable. Hettinger wrongly
maintains that reviewers nearly universally condemned Brodie's Jefferson biography.72 In addition, [ noted that a number of those reviewers who were favorably disposed to Brodie were histo rians, some
of them sporting large reputations. 73 Hettinger thus exaggerates, for
Thomas Jefferson did not come "almost universally under attack."
A Final Comment

Hettinger's "essay for Fawn Brodie" is an additional instance of
efforts by critics of the kingdom to prop up the Brodie legend. Outside sectarian anti-Mormon circles. these efforts have been, in one
degree or another, rather modest and somewhat cautious. In most
instances they have not pictured Brodie as a fa ultless hero. Newell
Bringhurst, Brodie's biographer, has not shied away from mentioning
the less-than-heroic aspects of her personal ity and literary career
even as he has struggled to paint a sympathetic portrait of someone
with whom he deeply identifies. Hettinger, on the other hand, misses
all the subtle nuances. For him, as for D. Michael Quinn, the entire
discussion is reduced to Good Guys (and Gals) and Bad Guys. What
Hettinger 's essay demonstrates, among other things. is that one is
likely to strike a raw nerve if o ne has the audacity to suggest that
Brodie may have had feet of clay. It is puzzling why the editors of
Dialogue would choose to publish Hettinger's obviously fl awed and
just plain nasty essay. Do they imagine an audience eager to feed on
such stuff? Perhaps there is one. If so, this unpleasant fact tells us
72. See ibid., 164--67.
73. See ibid., 172.
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something about what is going on with those on the margins of the
Mormon academic community. But if the editors imagine such an
audience. should not they at least have made sure that Hettinger's es~
say had the correct title for Brodie's biography of Jefferson?
Books and essays do not just write themselves; they are, rather.
products of a time and place and hence are located in some political,
professional, ideological, or polemical setting. It is, therefore. useful
for readers to know something of what drives authors. what drew
them to a topic and helped shape their prose. I have sketched the
contours of the quarrels in which I have been involved to indicate ex:~
actly how and why I became interested in Brod ie and how I came to
fashion "A Biographer and Her Legend."
I have also indicated my dismay at discovering several writers
who seek a literary peg on which to hang their unbelief or who have
some ideological itch they need to scratch. Some are indignant, for
ex:ample, about the "sins of traditional Mormon history," and some
arc in thrall to some vague. soft version of the myth of objectivity
and thereby reduce the entire interesting discussion over the Mormon
past to an ugly contest between open truth tellers like themselves and
the corrupt "polemicists" whom they see as their critics.74 I trust that
I have revealed at least some self-deception in this curious portrayal
of the current conversation over the foundations of the faith of Latterday Saints.15

74. For dctaiJ~ sec Midgley, review of New Mormon History, 119-20.
75. The debate over the paternity of Sally Hemings's children has intensified since the
publication of Annetlc Gordon-Reed's book and the sub~quent report on DNA testing
on the Jefferson line. Eugene Foster's DNA study, contrary to the lu rid publicity, limited
th~ possible fathers for uton Hemings, Sally's last child, to over twO dozen mal~ Jeffer·
sons. And the latest careful review of the evidence, with one judiciom dis.scnt, concluded
that the most lik~ly fathu of Eston was Randolph Jeffe rson, the younger brother of
Thomas, or one of Randolph's sons. See the thirty-five page pretiminary·Report: Scholars
Commission on th~ Jefferson-Hemings Matter," issued on 12 April 2001. Th~ full rtiults
of the work of the th irteen distinguished scholars who made up the "blue-ribbon commissionn will soon be available.

